3.3. Pursuant to Executive Order No. 568, the Commission on Higher Education adopts a policy to preserve and protect the right of all enrollees in review centers and shall standardize and/or improve the quality and comparability of review programs of review centers in order to safeguard the quality and integrity of licensure examinations and to facilitate the continuing development of human resource base that will be responsive to both local and international market demands for qualified and competent professionals.

RULE IV

DEFINITION OF TERMS

Rule 4. Definition of Terms. To properly carry out with the use of certain language/term specifically applied in these Rules, the following are defined for this purpose:

4.1. REVIEW CENTER – refers to a center operated and owned by a duly authorized entity pursuant to these Rules intending to offer to the public and/or to specialized groups whether for a fee or for free a program or course of study that is intended to refresh and enhance the knowledge or competencies and skills of reviewees obtained in the formal school setting. The term review center as understood in these rules shall also embrace the operation or conduct of review classes or courses provided by individuals whether for a fee or not.

4.2. ESTABLISHMENT – refers to the act of incorporating and/or registering with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) the entity intending to operate as a review center or to offer a review class or course.

4.3. REVIEW COURSE – refers to the set of non-degree instructional program of study and/or instructional materials/module, offered by a school with a recognized course/program requiring licensure examination, that are intended to merely refresh and enhance the knowledge or competencies and skills of reviewees.

4.4. REVIEWEES – refer to enrollees or participants in a review class or course

4.5. REVIEWERS – refer to those providing instructions, lectures, seminars, mentoring and similar activities in the review center or review class/course who are duly qualified and/or licensed to practice the profession in their respective fields.